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A number of inspection or monitoring systems throughout the world over the last decades have
been structured drawing upon the IAEA experience of setting up and operating its safeguards
system.

The first global verification system was born with the creation of the IAEA safeguards system,
about 35 years ago. It permitted for the first time, inspectors of various nationalities through on-
site inspections in a State's territory, to verify the peaceful use of nuclear material and facilities.

The rights of an exporting state to inspect under bilateral arrangements, were passed on to the
IAEA, resulting in a change of verification from a bilateral to a multilateral regime. With the
conclusion of the NPT in 1968, inspections were to be performed under safeguards agreements,
concluded directly between the IAEA and non-nuclear weapon states parties to the Treaty.

The IAEA developed the safeguards system within the limitations reflected in the Blue Book
(INFCIRC 153), such as limitations of routine access by the inspectors to "strategic points",
including "key measurement points", and the focusing of verification on declared nuclear
material in declared installations. The system, based as it was on nuclear material accountancy,
was not designed to provide 100% certainty of detecting any attempt to circumvent it. The
verification approaches developed, took into consideration the possibility of the existence of
undeclared activities but the system was not geared to detect them. It was expected to detect a
diversion of nuclear material with a high probability and within a given time and therefore
determine also that there had been no diversion of nuclear material from peaceful purposes. The
system was not expected to foresee the intentions of a state and provided no guarantees for the
future.

The most vital element of any verification system is the inspector. Technology can assist but
cannot replace the inspector in the field. Their experience, knowledge, intuition and initiative are
invaluable factors contributing to the success of any inspection regime. The IAEA inspectors are
however not part of an international police force that will intervene to prevent a violation taking
place. They can only report what are their findings. To be credible they should be technically
qualified with substantial experience in industry or in research and development before they are
recruited. An extensive training program has to make sure that the inspectors retain their
professional capabilities and that it provides them with new skills.

Over the years, the inspectors and through them the safeguards verification system gained
experience in

- organization and management of large teams

- examination of records and evaluation of material balances

qualitative and quantitative measurements of nuclear material

- familiarity and access to sensitive technologies related to detection, unattended
verification systems, containment /surveillance and sensors
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- examination and verification of design information of large and complex facilities

- theoretical and practical aspects of technologies relevant to verification objectives

- analysis of inspection findings and evaluation of their mutual consistency

- negotiations on technical issues with facility operators and State authorities.

This experience is reflected in the IAEA Safeguards Manual which sets out the policies and
procedures to be followed in the inspection process as well as in the Safeguards Criteria which
provide guidance for verification, evaluation and analysis of the inspection findings.

The IAEA infrastructure and its experience with verification permitted in 1991 the organization
to respond immediately and successfully to the tasks required by the Security Council Resolution
687(1991) for Iraq as well as to the tasks related to the verification of completeness and
correctness of the initial declarations in the cases of the DPRK and of S. Africa.

In the case of Iraq the discovery of its undeclared programs was made possible through the
existing verification system enhanced by additional access rights, information and application of
modern detection technology. Such discoveries made it evident that there was a need for an
intensive development effort to strengthen the safeguards system to develop a capability to detect
undeclared activities. For this purpose it was recognized that there was need for additional and
extended

- access to information

-access to locations

It was also obvious that access to the Security Council, to bring the IAEA closer to the body
responsible for maintenance of international peace and security, would be a requirement for
reporting periodically on non-proliferation and the results of the IAEA's verification activities.

While the case of Iraq was a case of late detection of undeclared activities, the case of DPRK was
a case of prompt detection of discrepancies in the initial declaration through implementation of
modern detection techniques, such as environmental sampling, and access to information. Access
to the Security Council became important in view of the protracted process of non-compliance.

The case of S. Africa underlined again that the key to the ability by the safeguards system to
fulfill the verification tasks was access to information and to locations which was provided to
inspectors on short notice through full cooperation by S. Africa. This experience showed that the
provision of assurance depends on the degree of transparency and the degree of cooperation
provided by the inspected party. The greater the transparency and cooperation the more assurance
the system can provide. But it was also recognized that the conclusions from such verification
effort, even from the most intrusive one, will always leave a "residue of uncertainty" and that it
will be left to the judgment of governments whether a statement by the verification authority of
"no indication of undeclared material or activities" provides a level of assurance which is
acceptable in any given situation.

The Model Additional Protocol (INFCIRC 540) agreed in 1997 incorporates the results of the
efforts to strengthen the safeguards system and as such provides the possibility for more
transparency by the States and more access to locations by the inspectors on the basis of
information. It does not provide the broad and intrusive access rights as in the case of Iraq, since
such rights are unprecedented and the result of a cease-fire arrangement involving the Security
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Council. But the expectations are that the broad implementation of the Additional Protocol will
result in an effective and efficient safeguards verification system for the future.

The on-site verification systems on a national, regional or multinational basis that have been put
into operation in the past or are being discussed by States for the implementation of disarmament
and non-proliferation conventions related to weapons of mass destruction whether nuclear,
chemical or biological, have benefited and will benefit in the future from the guiding experience -
both from the strengths and weaknesses -of the IAEA verification system. This is hopefully a
legacy for the future of verification.
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